
Common Name Latin Name Origin Climate Zones* Frond Height Spread Trunk Growth Rate Water Use** Comments

Cliff Indian Date Palm Phoenix rupicola India 9, 15-17, 19-24 Feather 25' 12’ Solitary Slow Moderate Very graceful palm with soft semi-translucent, lime green foliage; dramatic vertical frond arrangement; dazzling when backlit by sunlight.

Guadalupe Island Palm Brahea edulis Mexico 8-24 Fan 25' 15’ Solitary Medium Low Endemic to tiny Guadalupe Island, 250 miles southwest of San Diego; very adapted to California conditions; gorgeous large fronds.

Jelly Palm Butia capitata Argentina 7-24 Feather 25' 12’ Solitary Medium Low Very hardy; edible fruit tastes like pineapple; arching silvery foliage; especially dramatic when lit at night.

Lady Palm Rhapis excelsa China 8, 9, 12-17, 19-24 Fan 12’ 10’ Clustering Slow Moderate Dark green foliage; grows in multi-stem clump; requires shade inland; great for narrow spaces and for tropical and oriental gardens.

Leatherleaf Palmetto Sabal louisiana Louisiana 8-24 Fan 15’ 9’ Solitary Medium Low Extremely hardy; bold, large and leathery foliage; small edible seeds that taste like dates when fully ripe.

Pygmy Date Palm Phoenix roebelenii Vietnam 9, 15-17, 19-24 Feather 12’ 7’ Solitary Slow Moderate Lush, tropical dark green foliage; often grown as a mult-trunk plant; foliage damaged at 26 degrees but recovers rapidly.

Pygmy x Canary Hybrid Phoenix  roebelenii  x canariensis Man-made 8-9, 14-24 Feather 25' 14’ Solitary Fast Low A perfect palm for many applications; like a Canary palm but 1/3 the size and with more tropical, softer foliage; dense canopy.

Pygmy x Senegal Hybrid Phoenix  roebelenii x reclinata Man-made 9, 15-24 Feather 25' 18’ Multi Medium Low Like Phoenix reclinata but 1/2 the size and with softer, more tropical looking foliage; naturally multi-trunking but can be trained as a single. 

Radical Palm Chameadorea radicalis Mexico 8-9, 12-24 Feather 15’ 4’ Solitary Fast Moderate Tall variety becomes trunking to 15 feet; trunk is green, bamboo-like; needs shade in hottest of climates; undemanding, frost tolerant.

Manambe Palm Dypsis Decipiens Madagascar 8-9, 12-24 Feather 25' 15’ Solitary Slow Low Dramatic palm with bulging bottle-like trunk; very tough arching, lime green foliage, tree will often bifurcate and grow with double trunk.

Mediterranean Fan Palm Chamaerops humilis Europe 4-24 Fan 15’ 15’ Multi Slow Low Natural growth habit is multi-trunk bush; can be trained into artistic multi headed tree or solitary specimen; extremely wind tolerant.

Shaving Brush Palm Ropalostylis sapida New Zealand 15-17, 23-24 Feather 25' 10’ Solitary Slow Moderate Tropical looking palm with a dramatically large crownshaft at maturity; upright foliage; effective in narrow areas; needs shade inland.

Palm-Like Trees

Cabbage Tree Cordyline australis New Zealand 8-11, 14-24 Strap 25' 12’ Branching Fast Low Well adapted, semi-woody, branching tree with strap-like foliage; look for colored varieties such as 'Red Sensation,' 'Pink Stripe,' etc.

Dragon Tree Draceana draco Canary Islands 16, 17, 21-24 Strap 20’ 15’ Solitary Slow Low Dramatic architectural plant; muscular looking trunk sections; wind and salt tolerant; low branching multi or high branching standard.

Sago Palm Cycas revoluta Japan 8-24 Feather 12’ 6’ Multi Slow Low Dark green foliage; give ample lateral space as frond tips have small thorns; prehistoric looking; low maintenance requirements.

Tasmanian Tree Fern Dicksonia antarctica Australia 8, 9, 14-17, 19-24 Feather 15’ 10’ Solitary Slow Heavy Soft, lime green foliage; prehistoric looking; requires shade inland; thrives with ample moisture; most cold hardy tree fern.

Variegated Yucca Yucca elephantipes 'marginata' Mexico 8--24 Strap 20’ 15’ Branching Medium Low Multi-branching tree with dark green strap-like foliage with bright yellow semi-translucent margins that glow when backlit by the sun.

*Sunset Climate Zones  ** Note: Most plants listed in this guide are drought tolerant and require little supplemental water once established. However, supplying ample water during establishment — especially when young —  will lead to a faster growing, more vigorous and long lasting plant.

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) created this Illustrated Guide 
to Power Line-Friendly Palms to assist you in selecting the most suitable
palm tree if you are thinking about landscaping or planting near high voltage
electric distribution lines. Planting the ‘right tree in the right place’ 
increases public safety and reduces power outages, while adding natural
beauty to your neighborhood. In some locations, such as under or near high
voltage transmission lines, shrubs or other low growing vegetation are the
only ‘power line friendly’ choices. 

Blackouts and power outages are inconvenient, costly and potentially 
dangerous — they bring daily life to a standstill. To maintain the delivery 
of safe, reliable power, PG&E performs daily vegetation management, 
consisting of tree maintenance and select tree removal along power lines
and right-of-way corridors. These actions, required by state and federal
law, provide for public safety and reduce power outages. That’s why it’s 
important to select only compatible vegetation suitable for every planting
location. To stay safe, keep your lights on, and enjoy long-term benefits
and beauty from palm trees, refer to this guide before purchasing and
planting any palm tree near distribution lines.

Why does PG&E Prune or Remove Trees?
Tree limbs are among the most common causes of power outages and 
electric service disruptions. Power outages, especially during bad weather,
can hinder public safety and emergency responders’ abilities to do their
jobs. During wind and storms, broken tree limbs and palm fronds can rub
against or fall on power lines, causing power outages outages, electric
fluctuations and even fires. Palm fronds in particular create a special fire
hazard, and can damage power lines blocks away when carried by high
winds. In addition, limbs or palm fronds that grow close to power lines
pose safety hazards for utility workers and the public should they  become
energized — particularly children who may not see the power lines hidden
by trees, or even be aware of their dangers. 

Planting Near Power Lines
To ensure safe, reliable electric service and to avoid future conflicts 
between trees and power lines, plant the “right tree in the right place.” 
• Plant trees that grow no taller than 25 feet at maturity near high-voltage

distribution lines.
• Plant only low-growing shrubs near or underneath high-voltage 

transmission lines.
• Avoid planting at the base of power poles and in proximity to 

pad-mounted  transformers.
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Avoiding Conflicts with Power Lines — Plant the Right Tree in the Right Place

When planting near Distribution Lines, plant only small 
palms — trees that will grow no higher than 25 feet at 
maturity. See chart inside for recommended small palm species.

Plant larger palms — trees that grow taller than 25 feet 
at maturity — at least 50 feet away from these lines.

When planting near Transmission Lines, plant only low growing shrubs under the wire
zone.  Along the border of the right-of-way, plant only small trees or shrubs no taller
than 10 feet.  

Any incompatible vegetation is subject to removal.
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Palm Tree Hazards
Palm fronds are a significant cause of power
outages, which are sometimes caused blocks
away when fronds are carried by high winds.

Vegetation Management
State and federal regulations require all trees
to be maintained at a safe distance from electric
wires. Palm trees growing below or in close
proximity to power lines must eventually be removed to maintain the required
safe distance.

Recommended Small Palms for Planting Near Distribution Lines

Use small trees or palms when planting under or near power lines. Plant larger trees at least 50 feet away from power lines.

Unlike other trees, palm tree
growth cannot be directed away
from power lines, but must be
topped to comply with regula-
tions.
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